Wireless Security & Life-Safety Sensing Products
MaxOutTech.com
Experience - The new wireless sensor company that has been making wireless security products for 30+ years.
Proven Security Innovation - Continuous Product Improvement has resulted in 9 U.S. Patents and groundbreaking development of encrypted security systems.
Trusted Engineering and Development Partner - MaxOut™ Technology is the company behind many of
the security products used for residential, commercial, and high security today.

Door / Window Sensor – Mini

- Signals: supervisory, tamper, and low battery

- Case tamper
- Effective with vertical or horizontal mount - even on steel surfaces
- Two replaceable extra long-life Lithium .batteries

Door / Window Sensor – Mini Extended

- An external contact can be connected to the transmitter through housing.
- Signals: supervisory, tamper, and low battery
- Effective with vertical or horizontal mount - even on steel surfaces
- Two replaceable extra long-life Lithium batteries

Recessed Door / Window Sensor – Mini

- New, high-powered microprocessor, exceptional range-no dead spots
- Small, narrow switch package
- Exceptional RF performance
- Replaceable extra long-life lithium battery

Total Window Sensor

- Dual protection; contact open and on impact
- LED activation on impact —Turns off on restore
- Superior RF performance—even on steel

Extreme Sensor

- Supervised; detects opening and closing
- Tough, thick case with remote terminal
- Water-tight gasket seals out weather. Tested down to -35°F
- Superior RF performance—even on steel

Glass Break Detector

- Audio-style detector updated to today’s standards
- Signals: supervisory, tamper, and low battery
- Two replaceable extra long-life Lithium battery

Rate-Of-Rise / Heat Detector – Mini

319.5 MHz: # RFCMDWS319NN
Replaces: Interlogix: 60-362N-10-319.5
345 MHz: # RFCMDWS345NN
Replaces: Honeywell 5818MNL
2.15 x 1 x .5 in.

319.5 MHz: # RFCMDWSX319NN
345 MHz:

# RFCMDWSX345NN
2.75 x 1 x .5 in.

319.5 MHz: # RFRDWS319NN
Replaces: UTC-GE-Sentrol-R1125T-N
345 MHz: # RFRDWS345NN
Replaces: Honeywell 5818MNL

2.15 x .75 in.

319.5 MHz: # RFSHK319NN
Replaces: UTC-GE-Sentrol-5414W
345 MHz: # RFSHK345NN
2.35 x 1 x .5 in.

319.5 MHz: # RFCMDWSOD319NN
345 MHz:
# RFCMDWSOD345NN
Replaces: Honeywell 5816OD
Sensor: 3.4 x 1.25 x 1 in.
Magnet: 3 x.75 x .75 in.

319.5 MHz:

# RFARGB319NN

Replaces: UTC-GE-Sentrol-5600W
3.88 x 2.75 x 1.42 in.

319.5 MHz: # RFROR135S319NN
# RFROR135S345NN

- Electronic processing to detect and report rising heat conditions
345 MHz:
- Fixed temperature; 135°F (57°C) or 200°F (93°C), depending on the model
- Ceiling mount with s mall footprint, tamper switch
- Replaceable extra long-life Lithium battery

2.25 x 1.5 in.

Compatibility: 319.5 MHz. - UTC®, Interlogix®, GE®, ITI®, and Qolsys® | 345 MHz. - Honeywell® and 2GIG®
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CO Detector

345 MHz:
# RFAPCO345NN
Replaces: Honeywell 5800CO

-Electrochemical 10 year CO sensor

-Audible and visual “End of Life” indication. Test/Hush button and Memory feature
-Integrated piezoelectric sounder
-Replaceable extra long-life Lithium battery

Combination Smoke/Heat/CO Detector

345 MHz: # RFAPCMB345NN
Replaces: Honeywell 5800COMBO

-Photoelectric smoke detector, thermistor heat detector, and
electrochemical CO detector
-End of Life” indicator and Hush button feature
-Wireless signals; alarm, tamper, and low battery
-Two replaceable extra long-life Lithium batteries

.7 x 4.13 x 1.5 in.

PIR-Wall Mount

319.5 MHz:
# RFARPIR319NN
Replaces: UTC-GE-Sentrol-RCR50
345 MHz:
# RFARPIR345NN

- Dual-element detector element with 80 lb. pet immunity
-Wall and cover tamper
-40’ Field-of-View range
-Extra long-life Lithium battery

PIR-Ceiling Mounted – Mini

4.7 x 4.13 x 1.5 in.

Replaces: Honeywell 5800PIR
4.25 x 2.25 x 1.75 in.

319.5 MHz:

# RFCPIR319NN

-Panoramic, 360° coverage
-Advanced, sensitive Micro-processor for superior detection and signal
- Wall tamper
-Two replaceable extra long-life Lithium batteries

Replaces: UTC-GE-Sentrol-AP669
345 MHz:
# RFCPIR345NN

Water Sensor

319.5 MHz:

-Detects as little as 1/32” of water
-Patented antenna for superior range
-Two replaceable extra long-life Lithium batteries

Keyfob Control

3 x 1. in.

# RFWATER319NN

Transmitter: 2.5 x 1 x 1.5 in.
Sensor: 1.77 x .7 x .4 in.

319.5 MHz:

# RFKEYFOB319NN

-Arm-Away Mode - all devices active | Arm-Stay Mode - interior devices Replaces: UTC-GE-Sentrol 600-1064-95r
-Panic Activation | Activate Lights - if control panel supports
-Auxiliary Out (requires panel features)
-Replaceable extra long-life Lithium battery
2.32 x 1.5 x .5 in.

Keyfob Panic

-Wireless, portable panic/alert
-Signal on; push/push or push and hold
-Includes lanyard
-Replaceable extra long-life Lithium battery

Long-Range Panic

-Powerful with exceptional range
-Signal on; 2-second hold or 2 short presses
-Includes; belt clip, desk mount, and lanyard clip
-Replaceable extra long-life Lithium battery

Enclosure Tamper Switch

- To protect security systems enclosures from removal or tamper
- Adjustable plunger for different gap sizes
- Reed actuated
- Closed-Loop with built-in service shunt

319.5 MHz: # RFFOBPANIC319NN
345 MHz:
# RFFOBPANIC345NN
.
2.32 x 1.5 x .5 in.

319.5 MHz: # RFPANICONEBUTTON319NN

3 x 2 x .7 in.

# ACCTSHS KIT
Replaces Sentrol 3023 Tamper Switch

2 x 1 x 6/8 in.

Compatibility: 319.5 MHz. - UTC®, Interlogix®, GE®, ITI®, and Qolsys® | 345 MHz. - Honeywell® and 2GIG®

